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Abstract  
A hzgh-resolutzon viscous flow solver (HIFUN-3D-viscous) is developed in a cell centered finite 
volume unstructured data based framework This framework requres a robust flux discretization 
scheme to capture sharp features in viscous flows Though flux discretization schemes showing both 
good conszstency as well as posztzvzty or robustness of solution have been possible (by uslng hmters) 
for envzsczd flows, design of such schemes for vzscous flux discretization (VFD) is still an open 
problem The present work auns at developing a VFD that can mantain robustness even on distorted and 
arbitrary mesh allowlng for hanging nodes It uses a Green Gauss theorem based discret~zation method 
to achieve tb goal It makes use of Pseudo-Laplaczan procedure for node value updatlng Higher accuracy 
of solution IS achleved through hear reconstruction and possible oscillations m solution is avolded by 
damping the gradients in the cells using Venkatakrlshnan hters Time lntegrat~on is performed by Euler 
lmphclt time stepplng and convergence acceleration is achieved through relaxation schemes hke Pomt-
Jacobi, symmetric Gauss Seidel and lower- upper symmetric Gauss Seidel iterative schemes Flux 
computations have been performed uslng Roe and AUSM-Plus schemes Solution based adaptive mesh 
refinement (AMR) serves as a good tool to capture sharp flow features To deal wlth the enorrmty of the 
size of problems considered m the current work, a parallel (non-bloclung) implementation of HIFUN-
JD, with good scalabzltty and near zero degeneracy property, has been developed The solver 1s 
ddated agmnst standard inviscid (HIFUN-3D-znvzsczd on ONERA-M6 ) as well as two dlmenslond 
viscous laminar results (e g flow over NACA0012 arfoil and Bump in a channel flow) The abhty of the 
code to capture three dimensional features of the flow is assessed on a genume three dnnensional test 
case (e g supersonic flow over an ogive cybder) The results thus obtamed agree well with the standard 
exlsting  
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computational and experimental results Thus,HIFUN-3D-viscous solver as a generalized code, fares 
well in terms of mesh, body geometry and flow complexities  
